
MAY IN DECEMBER
My personal top 10 things-to-do at home (COVID19 Edition)

READ A BOOK (OR TWO)

COOK YOUR OWN MEALS

SPRING CLEAN

Reading is great for:
Mental stimulation
Memory improvement
Vocabulary expansion
Stress reduction
Need I say more? The safest distance is just
between you and that book of yours. I am
currently re-reading: The Opposite of Fate
by Amy Tan 

Travels being restricted? No problem, bring your
travel taste buds right into your home kitchen by
recreating or creating a dish. It's like a Masterchef
challenge (everyday is a mystery box where you
can only use ingredients you have at home). Time to
put on that creative hat of yours and cook up a
storm! Click on the image for recipes from NYT
Cooking Site!

There is truly some magic in tidying things up.
It resets order in your life. So take this time at
home to go through, reorganize and of course -
discard and declutter for a greater purpose. I
am currently starting with my wardrobe!

https://cooking.nytimes.com/?te=1&nl=cooking&emc=edit_ck_20200318&campaign_id=58&instance_id=16875&segment_id=22351&user_id=e73d9e5205027396609a9042bdb6ed68&regi_id=11204097920200318


JOURNAL

WRITE A HANDWRITTEN
CARD

WORK LIKE YOU ARE AT
OFFICE

What are you thankful for today
What did you learn about yourself today
No harm re-reading and reflecting on what you
have written

Journaling puts things into perspective both
emotionally and mindfully. Writing down your
personal goals, your inspirations, keeps yourself in
check. The best book you can have is a memoir of your
thoughts :) IF you are new to journaling, here are a
few question to get the ball rolling:
1.
2.
3.

Nothing beats receiving a handwritten note or a
card from someone you care about. Especially
during this time, when words of kindness is the
best gift to give to someone. (it meets the social
distancing protocol yet it has the greatest impact!)
I can deliver some handmade cards over to you!
Click on the image to shop!

Put on something you'd wear on any casual Friday at
work 
Light make-up (as light as drawing your eyebrows) can
do wonders to make you feel like you are at work away
from work
Create a working environment - if possible not in front
of your TV
Be discipline about being productive!

As a florist based at home, here are a few tips to help you
work like you're working at the office: 
 
1.

2.

3.

4.
May in December's work desk

situation

https://mayindecember.com/uniquely-mayde-cards/


CREATE

BREATHING EXERCISES

EXHALE

Create something even if it sucks - Jenna
Rainey. Take this time at home to hone that
hobby you've been wanting to explore. Pick up
that paintbrush, knit a sweater, fill your home
space with fresh flowers. Doing something you
enjoy is therapeutic even if that means being in
an enclosed area. I'm currently working on a
short novel because, why not?

With all the chaos around us, sometimes we just need
to tune off from the social buzzing and reality. We need
to recharge before the day begins and the cycle
restarts. We need to breathe. Since a few days ago,
before I begin my day, I start with a few mat exercises
and I'd end the day with longer breathing exercises.
Click on the image for some breathing technique
exercises!
 

Lastly, as with any breathing exercises, the healing
comes from exhaling. We may be holding out breaths
(waiting for the wind to blow this over). Some of us
drowning under the breath of uncertainty and the
reality of heartbreaking news but let's focus on being
bearers of hope, playing our part to fight this together
and with that, exhale any form of negativity.

Vase arrangement by May in December

https://mayindecember.com/shop/
https://www.healthline.com/health/breathing-exercise

